As AIHce 2017 approaches, you may receive solicitations from publications and vendors that are not affiliated with AIHA or AIHce.

Please be advised AIHA does not sell exhibitor lists or contact information to anyone. This information is only securely provided to AIHce Official Contractors to inform exhibitors of show related services. Solicitations from unofficial vendors are often the result of obtaining public information available on the internet.

To clarify our relationship with various contractors and print media, please review the official lists below.

Official AIHA and/or AIHce publications are:

- The Synergist
- AIHce Final Program
- JOEH – Journal of Occupational and Environmental Hygiene
- AIHA’ s Buyers Guide (partnered with Network Media Partners)
- AIHA Consultants Listing

Official AIHce Contractors (services) are:

- FREEMAN (general service contractor, audio visual/computers, furniture/carpet, freight/material handling)
- Map Your Show (show planner, online directory)
- Experient (housing/hotel reservations/badge registration/lead retrieval)
- Rickard Squared (official mailing list broker)
- Aramark (catering)
- Washington State Convention Center (EDLEN – electrical, SmartCity – internet)
- International Wholesale Florist (florist)
- Rainprotection Insurance (liability insurance provider)

**Any other contractor or publication not named above is not affiliated with AIHA or AIHce. **